Restricted Access Building 620

• Access to Building 620 for work is limited to persons who have taken the BaBar Safety Orientation

• **Work Authorization:** anyone working in Building 620 must obtain work authorization. Work is discussed and signed-off by the authorizing manager at the 7:45 am or 3:45 pm meetings in Cornelius. Safety review for work presented at this meeting is required. Prompt repair work (short notice) must be cleared with the Run Coordinator.

• **Casual Entry:** persons visiting Building 620 must be escorted by a person who has taken the BaBar Safety Orientation and must follow the building safety rules. All such visits should be cleared with an authorizing manager.

• **Authorizing Managers** (pagers or cell):
  - Run Coordinators (849-9172)
  - Operations Manager (Innes)(997-7224)
  - Bldg 620 Building Manager (Vassilian)(849-9463)
  - Bldg 620 Floor Manager (Krebs)(849-9425)
  - Bldg 620 Electronics Manager (Rodriguez)(849-9562)
  - Technical Coordinator (Wisniewski)(575-5817)
  - Safety Officer (Pierson)(424-7654)
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